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Rupert Brooke came into the room and sat on the
edge of the table Some subtlety in the play (it was
"Twelfth Night") had disturbed him He wanted to
know what emotion it was that made me lower my eyes
and head after a certain phrase His eyes were big
and fall of questions Everyone felt more alive for
being near him Many times he came to my dressing
room I got to look for and welcome the sight of his
youthfulness, his beauty, his excitement over life, and
his curiosity about everything that life was hiding from
him
The war came and found Rupert Brooke, the poet,
in the uniform of the soldier, and then we heard that
he was among those whom death had claimed
One Sunday night, not long after Rupert Brooke
had died, I was sitting in the Hydro at Illdey, waiting
for a train There was a concert in the hall of the hotel
and the Yorkshiremen from the neighbourhood had
crowded in to hear the singers I was neither known or
noticed, as I sat listening to the music, but at the end
of the concert, several people recognised me and asked
me to recite poetry for them It was an audience still
tired from the war, there was the weariness of death
and anxiety in the faces of all of them I began with
Blake's lines
"And did those feet in ancient times         "
Then I  spoke  three of Rupert's  Sonnets     "Peace"
"The Dead," and "The Soldier "
My taxicab was waiting outside and I was to leave
I know it was the beauty of the poetry which aroused
them I have spoken poetry often enough to be able
to know whether people's emotion is sincere or not The
audience in the hall of that hotel had been stirred to
intense feeling by the three sonnets They gathered
around me, eager as children, asking me to say more
poetry Poetry can be made to appeal to people just as
much as music does if only it is spoken as faithfully as

